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Freedom Conclave 2021

Essential Elements for a Golden Age

Discourse — June 30, 2021
In this opening Discourse for the Conference, we are
delighted to hear that the Keynote throughout will be the etching
in brilliant living Light the Visions of the True Dawning Golden
Age of Beloved Saint Germain, celebrating that Sacred Lineage
of the Sons and Daughters of God as portrayed in the magnificent
painting of the Godhead Charioteers, showing the coming forth
of the unascended Godhead Charioteers and their return and
homecoming once again into the Heart of the Great Central Sun.
The Anointed Representatives and Ascended Masters seek to instill
a greater zeal and passion within your Heart, a sense of mission
and of Divine Service for you to esteem and know that what
you have realized for yourself is the most precious of all earthly
commodities. Our mission is great indeed: to Keep the Sapphire
Dream Alive so that this and future generations may come to kindle
that Living Flame in their Hearts at the Altar of Truth. The Visions
of the Golden Age must center around those in embodiment
who are tethering their hearts and minds to the Identity of their
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Beloved Mighty I AM Presence. Without this the Golden Age will
be stillborn. This True God Identity stands in repudiation of those
lesser patterns of human identity that mankind in their rebellion
have insisted on creating for themselves.

I Release the Action of the Emerald Ray and the
Divine Matrix of Your True Identity

Cyclopea — June 30, 2021
Cyclopea entered the Earth this day bringing forth the
Needle Ray Action of the Emerald Ray and the Divine Matrix for
your True Identity to be drawn to the fore. When you have the
ability to open your Heart and the Emerald Ray is nigh, the Truth of
your Identity in God will work through your outer vehicles. When
the Manus call for Cyclopea it is for the purpose of exercising a
greater Momentum of God Truth in the land for the many Sons and
Daughters of God. As the Godhead Charioteer, your Presence is
fully engaged and apprised of all the details you are to bring to the
fore, and as you make your calls, it will come forth if you allow it.
There must be the willingness to engage. If there is not a surrender
to the Will of God it cannot come forth. What is most important
in your Godhead Charioteer journey from the beginning to this
very moment is what is present upon the Altar of your Heart. It is
never worth losing that Christ Vibration for any reason. You must
embody Peace, Harmony, and Purity for there to be a Pure Chalice
for the Emerald Ray to shine through.

The Pattern of Your True Identity

Discourse — July 1, 2021
We are speaking about Divinity, the Godhead, and
the Individualization of that most Divine level of Identity.
Individualization is a process that is ongoing, forever unfolding
itself at the highest levels of Divinity in Realms where time and
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space do not exist. And therefore, the Author of this Divine Self
is the glorious Providence of The Great I AM in conjunction with
The One and The Good. Those who aspire to this Oneness and a
reunion with that Presence will be obliged to dismantle whatever
residual human patterns may still reside within their four lower
bodies and outer self. These include glorifying human traits,
practices, and inherited religious concepts. Prior to the “fall of
man,” unascended Godhead Charioteers lived and functioned in
a manner very similar to how we know the Ascended Masters
live today. The conditions of misery which followed have come
about because mankind deliberately chose to look away from their
Source in the God Presence.

Hold Your Torch on High and Awaken the
Heart Flames of the Many

Godfré — July 1, 2021
Your mission is to receive Divine Providence, know
Freedom’s Flame and how to express that Freedom in your own
life, realize Christ Consciousness, and put on the Garment of the
Lord. Then, through your calls and devotions, you are to invoke
the Shekhinah Pillar and the Entire Spirit of the Brotherhood of
Light to protect that Freedom. Your passionate love for God is
your motivation. This lifetime is an opportunity for you to realize
the Fullness of your Christhood. Make a start by preparing your
Chalice for the Power of God that is available to you to propel
you through all of those areas that remain in this lifetime to fulfill
your Fiery Destiny. That opportunity is there for every Son and
Daughter of God. For the Flame upon the Altar of your Heart is
your Divine Heritage throughout your journey that is to culminate
in the Ascension.
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The Activity of the Ascended Masters in
Procuring a Golden Age

Discourse — July 1, 2021
The Golden Age is an Activity in the Earth of the
Ascended Masters. They bring with them the Gifts of the Gods
and the Dispensations necessary to carry that extra-ordinary,
tremendous thrust and impetus needed to accomplish the work at
hand. This process is sponsored and supported by the Great Silent
Watcher, the Manus of the Root Races, and the Entire Spirit of the
Brotherhood of Light. There is a plan for this Golden Age that is
outlined before the Lords of Karma, the Cosmic Councils, the Holy
Kumaras, and the Nameless One — for there to be a new impulse
granted, a new thrust onto the world scene with Transcendent
Ideas, Vision, and the Truth of Cosmic Law® that far outpaces
the old forms of theological beliefs that had been the standard of
earlier epochs. A Golden Age occurs when the Teachings of the
Ascended Masters are accepted in full Faith and out-pictured as
the Ascended Master Way of Life®. Your participation in bringing
forth the Golden Age requires that you engage with your Mighty
I AM Presence and the stepping forth of your Christ Presence,
signifying the Individual Mighty I AM Presence and the Heart
Flame asserting God Dominion over the outer vehicles.

Ignite the Fires of Illumination and the Mother Light

God and Goddess Meru — July 1, 2021
The God and Goddess Meru, the Manus of the Sixth
Root Race, anchor the Mother Light for the Earth that establishes
a figure-eight flow with Lord Himalaya and the masculine Ray in
the Himalayas. They also perform the Divine Service of holding
fast to Illumination’s Flame. Their Vision is that the Sons and
Daughters of God have full command of Illumination’s Flame so
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that they take the right course, leading our Earth to the Golden
Age. Where would you be without the closeness to your own God
Presence? The Presence of God must be your highest priority!
Illumination is the Divine wise-use of putting the Yellow Ray and
the Mother Light into action. It is not sufficient to merely know,
but you must also do. You must manifest and become the Light!
And when doing so, you establish God on Earth! And so, even if
you leave this incarnation before the Golden Age has dawned, you
will have contributed to its completion, because its Momentum has
been established as a result of your invocations to the Light of God,
whereby you anchored the Light of your Presence and fulfilled its
Fiery Destiny in Action here upon the Earth. That is a Golden Age!

Oneness of Identity is Necessary for Anchoring
the Golden Age

Discourse — July 2, 2021
Our goal this Conclave is for you to bring into sharp
focus what the Golden Age looks like for you, your Divine Ideal
conditions of life as you, more and more, become One with your I
AM Presence. That singularity of Identity, that Oneness of Selfhood
with your Presence, is paramount to your Victory. The Cup of
God Consciousness of the Oneness that is proffered to you is the
Consciousness referred to by Jesus when he said: “I and my Father
are One.” When Jesus referenced his Father, He was referencing
his own I AM Presence. You, too, are to conduct yourself in the
poise and stature of Oneness with your own Presence. To enter into
that Oneness, you must let go of the many misconceptions about
yourself and of life, otherwise known as the “waking dream.” Your
True Selfhood is anchored in the Individuality of your Presence.
Your identity must be transferred to the True Identity of your
Presence. To understand this Oneness, you must understand God
as The One and The Good.
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Establish a Golden Age and Stand in God’s Glory!

Lord Himalaya — July 2, 2021
Lord Himalaya, Manu of the Fourth Root Race, anchors
the Blue Flame of the Will of God, holding it as the masculine Ray
for the Earth. Himalaya teaches that willingness is the key — your
willingness to enter into the Light that your Presence sends forth,
and your willingness to engage in God Reality. Practice fashioning
your life with the Christ Command. As you engage willingly with
the Flame of God, making that Flame and the Identity of your
Presence the Identity that you strive to be, then all will be right in
your world! You will have established a Golden Age, for the Light
of Illumination’s Flame burns brightly. Grasp every erg of Energy,
every Momentum of God Consciousness from the Ascended and
Cosmic Beings and from your Presence until you have internalized
it, and then allow it to flow freely throughout your entire life. Then
you will know what it means to stand in the Glory of God. As
a Torch Bearer, you have an even greater Responsibility to hold
the balance for the Sons and Daughters of God who have not yet
realized their opportunity. See the Earth as a Golden and pure
Regulus fulfilling its Fiery Destiny of a Golden Age!

The All-Pervading Oneness of God

Discourse — July 2, 2021
May you rejoice that your True Selfhood, your own
Mighty I AM Presence, is the Individualized focus of The One
and of The Great I AM. The human strategy of “divide and
conquer” seeks to drive a wedge between those who are One
under the One God. This divisiveness is intended to pit one
part of life against another. All that seeks to divide and conquer
is not of the Light. The solution is for each of the billions of
lifestreams upon this planet to be considered as individual Sons
and Daughters of the Most High God. The themes of individuality
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and equality were hallmarks of Saint German’s work with the
founding of America. The Buddhic Realm is a Realm of Oneness,
where there is such an overlapping of the AM-ness of the I AM,
of Selfhood, to include everything that is part of that living
Buddhic Web of Life. There is always the Individuality of the “I,”
but the “AM-ness becomes more prevalent in the Buddhic Realm,
and more still in the Nirvanic world. Jesus felt himself to be an
undivided part of everyone. The Ascended Master and your own
I AM Presence are really One. The One Decree can be used to
reunite your Heart and mind with the Great Central Sun.

Bring Forth the Fullness of Your Christhood

Maha Chohan — July 2, 2021
The Lord Maha Chohan presents teaching and instruction
on climbing the Steep Path to Christhood — how to train your
vehicles to operate in accordance with the Truth of your Identity
as the Mighty I AM Presence. You must have the desire and the
willingness to actualize the Presence of God within you and the
passion to be close to your Presence. For you, the Golden Age
begins now. And a Golden Age manifests by your integration with
the Body Consciousness of your Presence, allowing for all that
your Presence desires to share with you at any given time to occur.
Guard your consciousness. Stand as the example. You are to live
in the world but not of it. You are to be in the world while taking
command of your world with the Light of God and the vibration that
you draw from the Flame of God! You have a great Responsibility,
for it is the Desire of your Presence to be of Service to God in Life,
and to send forth the Light to wash clean the Earth and all upon it!
Let the rise and fall of past cultures and civilizations caution you to
hold fast to the Truth of your Identity in God.
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Lowering the Golden Age into Your
Consciousness and Forcefield

Discourse — July 3, 2021
We turn our attention to the lowering of the Golden Age
into your life, charging forth to fill your forcefield so it becomes
God’s little acre of heaven in the Earth, including the physical realm
surrounding you. For this to occur, there must be a sense of the
sacredness of the Life of your Presence that ensures nothing within
your forcefield would taint the Purity of your Presence. Jesus’ prayer,
“Thy Kingdom come, Thy Will be done on Earth as in Heaven,” was
a reference to lowering the Golden Age into the Earth from the Great
Central Sun where it is fully actualized. When the Limitless Power of
your Electronic Body overflows into your feeling world, the Kingdom
of God necessarily out-pictures. This should literally be understood as
the Kingdom of God coming all the way down into the physical realm.

Establish a Forcefield that Is the Kingdom of God on Earth

Great Divine Director — July 3, 2021
The Light that you invoke in your morning devotions is
to remain with you throughout the day, informing the decisions you
make, the energy you dispense, the activities you engage in. Your
Presence desires to actively participate in your life. Maintaining a
pure consciousness allows you to receive the Blessings of God as
they are revealed to you. Each Charge of Light you receive is to
be held fast to and built upon. The more you wisely use that which
is given to you by your Presence, the more your Chalice is filled.
For the fulfillment of a Golden Age, the Kingdom of God must
be established upon Earth. You have been exercising your will to
enter into the Presence of God by invoking the Light and making
yourself available to the Ascended and Cosmic Beings. Hold fast
to every opportunity, for the blessings will continue to flow!
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Harness the Crystal Cord Energies and Take God Dominion

Discourse — July 4, 2021
Most of mankind have feelings and thoughts that react to
the stimuli placed before them, feeding their life into them. This
is done without any thought of bridling those impulses. This has
been going on lifetime after lifetime. In the ascending arc of the
Godhead Charioteer, you see the lifestream coming forth out of
incarnation depicted with the four lower bodies in quite a different
state. Now the four lower bodies are not unruly and ungoverned.
They are under the absolute Conscious Cosmic Christ Command
of the Christ Presence! The Christ Presence decides what the
feelings will feel, what the mind will think, and what the attention
of the memory body will be focused upon. There is so much in
the Crystal Cord. It is in fact the Selfhood of your Mighty I AM
Presence. That Power, that sense of Beauty, and the Sun Light of
your Mighty I AM Presence is flowing along the Crystal Cord.
More and more, as purification takes place and God control over the
bodies is reestablished, there is more volume and intensification of
the Crystal Cord energies, setting the atoms, cells, and electrons in
the four lower bodies spinning at a frequency where imperfection
can no longer register.

Celebrate the Opportunity of Freedom

Saint Germain — July 4, 2021
It is no small matter that you have elected to stand within
the Momentum of the Ascended Masters, to invoke the Light
of your Presence, and to expand the Teachings of the Ascended
Masters through your calls for the greater good of all mankind.
You wear the Mantle of the Light of your Mighty I AM Presence,
and how you utilize that Light makes all the difference, not only
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for your life and Ascension, but for the unity and expansion of
Heart Flames that will bring forth a Golden Age. That Christ Light
must shine through all negativity. The Temple is alive across the
Earth in the hearts and minds of those committed to bringing forth
the Golden Age and expanding Divine Consciousness in their land,
and this allows for a greater Divine Outpouring of the Light of
God. And when that Light reaches a certain pitch, the Ascended
Masters will accelerate a greater Momentum for the Golden Age.

The Unified Oneness of the Great I AM that You Are

Discourse — July 11, 2021
The Consciousness of The Great I AM knows itself to be
the Cause of all Causes, The Good itself, that supra-fused Oneness
of all that will ever come forth out of the Godhead. It is the One
Cause and it is the root Cause of all else that ever comes into the
Realm of the Central Sun and also into the realms of Coming-ToBe. Another name for The Great I AM is Divine Providence. The
reason why we must begin with a better understanding of Divine
Providence is that if you do not know that your Mighty I AM
Presence is the Individualization of Divine Providence then you
may not appreciate the faculties of your own Beloved Mighty I AM
Presence, and you will unknowingly not exalt your own Presence
to the highest zenith of Selfhood. So, we must begin with the
consciousness of The Great I AM. First and foremost, we think
of it as a luminous state of absolute Awareness. Awareness as in
an absolute wakeful state. Whenever its attention is directed into
anything, it will know that thing in its Perfection because that is
the Law of the Being of The Great I AM and the Mighty I AM
Presence, and imperfection will never be able to register on its
Consciousness.
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Internalize the Purity of My Flame
Established Upon Your Heart

The Nameless One — July 11, 2021
The Nameless One initiated a swirling action of the White
Light of Purity so students could have the tangible opportunity
to internalize his Flame. Appropriating this Release will change
your life! You are to go beyond your outer senses to refine your
Christ Attunement and work the miracles your Presence desires.
When you invoke the Light of God, it will go forth in obedience,
for the Mind of God understands every detail necessary to fulfill
the command. This action is fueled by the intensity of your Love
for God in Life. Establishing that Momentum of God Love is
necessary for fulfilling the Law of God ― the Law issued forth
from The One as the example in commanding the Light. You will
want to study this progression the Nameless One has given you
this day until it becomes second nature to fulfill all your Presence
desires in your day-to-day life. Remember, there are no days off
from being the Christ.
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